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These testimonials are just a partial summary from actual excerpts from feedback 
received by Lentequip, or posted on the web, from CanaTrans users around the world! 

 
 
 
“Got it!  Very impressive and it blows the socks off my $700 nine channel transmitter.  
The case was a nice touch and a nice surprise as well!  Thanks a million for making it 
happen overnight!” 
-R.S., Steadicam Operator, USA, September 2007 
 
“It works fantastic, I didn't use it on set yet, but I did my test at the office, looks 
super!  I'll probably order 1 more with some DAs and rollup reels.” 
 Thanks again, 
-A.T., Video Assist Company, Montreal Canada, August 2007 
 
“…Your CanaTrans system is the sensation of the moment in Bogotá…” 
- Judith Roa, Sales Director,  CONGO FILMS, March 2007 
 
“…in this movie I used 2 Canatrans with DX-400 Diversity Tuner. That was the first time 
when I used the Canatrans in a feature film. We shooted highway, reservoir, inside night 
etc. but your system everytime was perfect.” 
-Rácz Péter, Hungary, February 2007 
 
 “...I've received the transmitter on time! My new CanaTrans make everybody happy on 
the set.  Works perfectly.  The sound mixer couldn’t believe that the signal on his monitor 
was wireless...!  Thank you.” 
-G. St-H., Steadicam Operator, Montreal Canada, November 14, 2006 
 
".....I explained to him that the CanaTrans was a much better product than the Modulus, 
and if he considered the extra $2000 cost versus the reliability that alone would warrant 
the purchase. He just didn't want to spend the money at the time. I think he learned his 
lesson the hard way. You actually stand 100% behind your product. The peace of mind he 
would have knowing, that if anything went wrong, he would not have to wait 3-6 months 
for a repair (more like 3-6 days) was what pushed him to contact you. I honestly did not 
believe you would be able to get a CanaTrans out to him by Friday, considering that it 
was only 6 hours notice. You guys are awesome and I will continue to refer customers 
your direction every chance I get." 
- Rob DuBree, GM Sales & Marketing/NEBTEK, March 2006 
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“My CanaTrans is going very well - thanks again.” 
-M.K., Steadicam Operator, Australia, August 14, 2006 
 
“Everything is great with the CanaTrans.  Used it for the first time on a shoot yesterday 
and it worked fabulously.  Thanks for a great product.” 
-M.M., Steadicam Operator, USA, April 14, 2006 
 
“Emery has improved upon an already great product. In my mind, this has become the 
new transmitter of choice in this industry. Bravo.” 
- A.J., Excerpt from steadicamforum.com, March 8, 2006 
 
“As many of you know I have decided to ditch my Modulus 3000 due to their abysmal 
customer support (What customer support). I took delivery of my CanaTrans yesterday 
on the set of the feature I am doing and all I have to say is WOW.  This unit ROCKS, the 
Customer Service ROCKS.  All around a fantastic decision to upgrade to the clearly 
superior transmitter.  The menu structure is self explanatory, in fact I set it up without 
consulting the manual (Later I did go back and read the manual).  The signal from it is 
rock solid, I was doing some pursuit work on a Quad-runner and the director and DP 
were sitting comfortably at video village sipping on mocha-capo-frapachinos watching 
and recording a solid no hit's signal, something that the M3000 would never do.  All in all 
I couldn't be happier with the investment. Well Done Emery!” 
- E.F., Excerpt from steadicamforum.com, March 8, 2006 
 
“…It is now so intuitive that I went through the entire menu and set it all up effortlessly.  
So congratulations - you have clearly made big improvements…Thank you!!!” 
- L.McC., Steadicam operator, USA, February 2006 (in response to new firmware) 
 
“…Dude, the CanaTrans ROCKS!!! I tested it today and it really holds a nice picture. I 
walked all around my house and the picture was rock solid.  Thanks again. 
- BJ McD., Steadicam Operator, USA, February 2006 
 
“…Director on a job I'm doing made them hook up the CanaTrans so he can wander  
around with the LCD while they shoot, loves it (I kept telling the AC that was the way to 
go but until pushed he kept taking it off when we are on sticks.)…” 
- J.A., Steadicam Operator, January 13, 2006 
 
"...The future for RF transmitting is looking promising again. (For the product as well as 
for the Customer Service)." 
- E.L., Excerpt from steadicamforum.com, November 27, 2005 
 
"...Truly the next stage in transmitters ...One of many great Steadicam tools that I will 
now wonder how I lived without." 
- A.J., Excerpt from steadicamforum.com, November 27, 2005 
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" ...I have now been using my CanaTrans for over a year and I still love it. It has proven 
to be very reliable, user friendly, and it does not create any distortion or feedback on the 
Steadicam or any of the other cameras that I have used it with--and the voltage display is 
a nice bonus for the Steadicam monitor/video battery." 
- M.A.P., Camera assistant/Steadicam, USA, November 2005 
 
" ...Just came back from the set... I cannot tell you how much I appreciated the service 
you gave me the past few days. My unit is back on track and combined with the Sony 
tuner, the video assist girl has decided to go wireless now... She usually lives thru 
cabling... That says a lot...I am stunned at the great service you offered, it really honors 
you and your team at Lentequip." 
- F.C., Steadicam Operator, Montreal, Canada, November 2005 
 
"...I got the CanaTrans the other day and love it!" 
- N.J., Camera Assistant, Los Angeles, CA, October 2005 
 
" ...I just finished principal photography as A Camera Operator/Steadicam today on a 
feature film... I wanted to tell you that your CanaTrans Video transmitter combined with 
the Sony tuner was a great asset to production. We used my CanaTrans while on the 
Steadicam and my old Modulus 2000 when handheld. The wireless video from the 
Steadicam was near hard wire level when using the CanaTrans. When indoors I dropped 
the signal down to an 1/8 or 1/4th and when outdoors usually 1 watt. It performed totally 
flawless. Thanks so much for building such a great reliable system!" 
- S.F., Steadicam/camera operator, Missouri, USA, October 2005 
 
"...It is great! I tested it against the Modulus of the Steadicam operator and it was a 
difference of day and night. So much colour coming through! So little disturbance! My 
DOP was thrilled by it as was the Steadicam Operator, both from Germany..." 
- I.K., Video Assist Operator, Netherlands, September 2005 
 
" ...What a delight to have such a well designed and well constructed piece of gear. Big 
thanks to Emery and Lentequip for such a rock'n xmitter..." 
- Excerpt from steadicamforum.com, August 23, 2005 
 
" ...All the people who regularly benefit from a transmitted video signal have commented 
on how good the quality is..." 
- S.J., Steadicam operator, Burbank CA, August 2005 
 
"...I got so (%$#@*) waiting for a Modulus repair that I bought a CanaTrans - great unit 
and very, VERY good service." 
- Excerpt from steadicamforum.com, July 23, 2005 
 
"...I think the CanaTrans is worth every penny. It's just like going hard wired. If you want 
my mod 3000 is up for sale...." 
- Excerpt from steadicamforum.com, July 11, 2005 
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" ...I just wanted to tell you that the CanaTrans works perfectly." 
- M.S., Steadicam operator, Austria, July 2005 
"...I have to second Larry on all his points. I got this camera package from CSC that came 
with the CanaTrans. On camera A (Steadicam) I had my Modulus and camera B had the 
CanaTrans. After one day of watching the 400% + better image quality signal coming 
from camera B, we switched the CanaTrans to my Steadicam and it never went back for 
the rest of the 2 weeks after that. The only thing that turns me off is the price tag, mostly 
because production hardly pays for video transmitters around this city. But if your 
concern is customer service, Lentequip has saved my butt in many shoots, from South 
America to Korea, Emery always saved me." 
- G.P., Steadicam operator, Florida, July 2005 
 
"...Emery, just a quick note to let you know how happy I am with my new CanaTrans 
transmitter. If customers just look past the initial sticker shock and see what they are 
really getting for the money, they will see that its money well spent. I've had absolutely 
no problems at all. The channel bleed over is gone. The worry of somebody hitting the 
knobs and breaking them off is gone. I can now use my 35-3 and have the transmitter on 
the camera without fear of the camera motor causing interference. But I think that the 
best feature is being able to control the video signal going out by adding gain to boost the 
video level on those 500 asa shots. It's what it's advertised as being. Feel free to have 
anyone contact me if they want a users opinion."  
- R.S., Camera operator/owner, Kansas City, June 2005 
 
"...I just finished a feature in Florida and had the wonderful experience of using the 
CanaTrans. Wow!!! Working without a BNC cable the whole movie... and no complaints 
from the Director or Producers that "we don't have an image". I was very impressed and 
want to continue using it." 
- W.E., Camera assistant, Puerto Rico, June 2005 
 
"...alles funktioniert hervorragend." 
- R.S., Camera operator, Germany, June 2005 
 
"... So far it's AWESOME!" 
- C.P., Camera operator, USA, April 2005 
 
"...I like the CanaTrans. After each take I rushed at the playback, not to watch the shot 
but the reception! I'm satisfied. There was sometimes a jump in transmission but the 
signal was clear with a good contrast and no noise...everybody liked it and was impressed 
with the display screen and all the programmable features. I was at (a presentation) last 
night and talked of it to some friends. Some heard of it and felt it would become a new 
standard." 
- D-N.M., Steadicam operator, Montreal, Canada, March 2005 
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"Mein "erster" CanaTrans leistet mir hier schon gute Dienste und ist in seiner Reichweite 
und Ausstattung unuebertroffen." 
translation.... "My first CanaTrans is already giving me great results and it's range and 
features are unequalled."  
- M.M., German camera operator, Hamburg, February 2005 
"...The units have been very well received. I have to try to keep them around for my best 
customers." 
- M.G., Leading rental house in LA, USA, February 2005 
 
"...Well Emery, having sat and waited for your unit to be available for purchase I was 
never disappointed. As proud owner of a beta test model I wowed them on the sets with 
the picture this thing transmits, and with the production model I currently have It really is 
THE trouble free unit, …clean, … any power source , it just works, you don’t have to 
mess around with it. I do like the ability to tweak the signal brightness with the dB gain 
or attenuation, handy with NTSC downconvertors that put out too hot a signal… Now 
when they ask for a adjustment to the transmitted picture, you can try a few options for 
the best possible result… Fantastic! after 13 years and 4 or so transmitters, this is the one 
I have waited for my entire career. Thanks Emery!"  
- B. H. , Steadicam operator, Toronto, Canada, November 2004 
 
"...The CanaTrans is still working at 1/8th watt requiring almost no attention, which is the 
way it should be...my CanaTrans is performing flawlessly and continually provides a 
clearer, brighter, sharper picture than from a Modulus 3000 that's on the identical 
Arricam LT "B" camera." 
- M.A.P., Camera assistant, USA, November & December 2004 
 
"...they (CanaTrans) work very fine through testing in our house... the output signal is just 
great." 
- M.S., Owner at rental house, Germany, November 2004 
 
"...The CanaTrans is just fantastic. My smile is getting bigger every time it is switched 
on... Think I have to keep it at my desk...It's sooo nice... 
- J.A.H., Camera technician at rental house, Norway, October 2004 
 
"...have been working crazy hours, everything seems to be working fine with the 
CanaTrans...Have no other questions for you at this time, which I guess is because the 
CanaTrans is working so well...we notice a big improvement in our video signal now." 
- R.S., Camera assistant, USA, October 2004 
 
"...So far it looks great..... it works great." 
- K.P., Steadicam operator, Norway, October 2004 
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"...The unit is working great – I appreciate the lack of interference with other RF devices 
as well as the power and video gain features. So far it’s a hit!...Still very pleased with the 
transmitter and the assistants on this job as well as the video assist operator are all 
intrigued.." read full review here 
- L.McC., Steadicam operator, USA, October 2004 
 
 
" ...I am very happy with the product. Nothing bad to say....I love it?...Feature film with 
CanaTrans ended on Sunday, the focus puller told me that they never opened the bnc-
cable box, in 4 weeks. that’s pretty good..."  
- A.M., Rental house owner, Finland, August 2004 
 
" ...Emery - one word - fabulous - the system is fantastic - the wait was worth it. You 
have made a system that out performs all others. Thanks for your pursuit of excellence in 
a business that is tempted to cut and run. ..." 
- J.R., Steadicam operator, USA, July 2004 
 


